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On (\infty xp)‐adic uniformization of curves mod p

with assigned many raiional points

Yasutaka lhara

RIMS, Kyoto University (P.E.)

I would like to express my deep gratitude to the organizers of this

conference which itself was a great pleasure for me in all sense, and

to the participants, some from far abroad, including especially the

speakers. As a listener, I enjoyed all talks. Sometimes I felt insecure

to have been “lifted up”’ higher than usual in the air, but each time

the “plane” landed safely bringing me to some new fresh land.

The organizers have kindly invited me also to speak; I felt I was

expected to give a brief account of some past work together with

some remaining open problems. I accepted with pleasure, and

asked if the talk could be divided into two shorter ones on separate

days. I decided the subject, the title, and started reconsidering the

open problems. They are related to the subject and the problems

stated in the “Author’s Notes (2008) of [8]. Since ihe organizers

generously agreed to divide the talk into two, I planned to use the

first talk on a brief review and the second on “the lifting problem
one of the main open problems in loc.cit, which I believe to be still

open. Then I started thinking “should I just propose it as an open

problem, or...? Isn’t this so interesting!” Then some work, followed

by repeated helpful discussions with A.Tamagawa for checking.
Each talk expanded, and even more so this report.

The additions in this report are (i) details related to new or

unpublished statements, (ii) brief memory of encounter with my real
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teachers, Professors G. Shimura, M. Kuga and I. Satake during

1958‐63 while I was a student, and (iii) a few pages to remember

and celebrate the discovery of supersingular elliptic curves and their

moduli which took place about 80 years ago and to which the

present work owes so deeply.

The main contents of this report are as follows. Among them the

first four chapters are brief reviews which I thought necessary to

understand the last two which hopefully contain something new.

(0) Memories of my teachers; Encounter with Professors

G.Shimura, M. Kuga and I. Satake.

(Ch. 1) A student’s viewpoint; Encounter with the group  SL_{2}(Z[1/p]) ;
 (\infty xp) ‐adic focusing; its advantage and disadvantage; encounter

with supersingular moduli. Celebration of the (nearly) 80 years

anniversary of discovery of supersingular elliptic curves, moduli,

and their connection with the arithmetic of quaternion algebras (1‐3).

(Ch. 11) AnaIogues of the SeIberg  \zeta ‐function; How the series of

“congruence monodromy conjectures”’ arose naturally from the

computation  of an analogue of Selberg  \zeta ‐function for  (\infty\cross p) ‐adic
lattices  \Gamma generalizing  SL_{2}(Z[1/p]) , and how they had been verified.
lt relates each  r (say, cocompact, torsion‐free) with a pair (X,S)

of a curve X over  F\not\in\langle q=N(p)) and a set  G of  F_{q^{2}} ‐rational points of
X with cardinality  (q- l)(g_{x}- l) , in such a way that  \Gamma="\pi^{atith}(X,\mathfrak{S})”.
(Ch.111) Geometric objects inbetween  \Gamma and (X,  \mathfrak{S} ); Groups  \Gamma

correspond functorially with systems of 3 complex curves

(analogues of the Hecke correspondence  T(p) desingularized);

while the pairs  (X,6) correspond with systems of 3 curves over  \mathbb{F}_{q^{2}}
(analogous to  T(p) mod p). A “bridge” is what relates these two.
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(Ch. 1V) Schwarzian operators and Frobenius‐associated

differentials; Those algebraic differential equations on these

systems of curves are discussed systematically, whose solutions on

the complex curves side are  d(g (\tau)) ,  g\in PGL_{2}(C) : a parameter
and  \tau : a variable on the Poincare upper half plane, while whose

solutions on the p‐ side are  c\omega (  c : constants), where   \omega=\lim\omega_{n} is
the differential associated with the lifting of Frobenius arising from a

lifting of the system. The comparison theorem.

(Ch. V) The dlog form of  \omega_{h} when  q=p=\pi. In this case, each  \omega_{\hslash} is

of the form dlog  t_{n} . Formal results needed in Ch VI, followed by a

concrete algebraic construction of these elements for the elliptic

modular case using onIy the arithmetic Galois theory (non‐compact
 "

Galois group”’) of the field of modular functions of  p‐power levels.

Elementary but pretty, like a construction in Euclidean geometry.

(Ch.Vl) The Iifting probIem. Roughly speaking, this is to construct

“ T(p)” from the characteristic  p side, step by step. The differential  \omega_{n}

associated with a lifting of a Frobenius plays a crucial role, because

one has local‐global principle. After reviewing this and an old result

on the first step lifting (to mod  p^{2} ), we proceed to attack the next step
(to mod  p^{3} ) where two new phenomena appear. One is the
appearance of a  p‐cyclic extension and the other is the difficulty in

local description of this extension, arising from the fact that elements

of the base field, the field of power series in 1‐variable, have no

canonical “names”’. We discuss our method and give an explicit
answer Theorem VI‐7.

(References) Reference A and B; the latter is for my own papers

independently numbered.
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Open problems, questions, coniectures (some vague, some

explicit) are proposed in

II‐4, III‐3,  IV-5(5) , IV‐7, V‐3, VI‐I , VI‐4

[Memories of my Teachers]

(Undergraduate; 57‐61 Spring) Professors Goro Shimura and

MichIo Kuga.

There were two separate Dept. of Math. in the Universiiy of Tokyo;

one in the Faculty of General Educations (Komaba campus) and the

other in the Faculty of Science (Hongo campus). The former was for

the first two year undergraduate students whose faculty members’

offices were in 第一研究室(Daiichi Kenkyushitsu), an old building in

row with, and looking like one of, the boys’ dormitories. Along the

corridor we could find such name plates of young faculty members
as

志村五郎(Goro Shimura) 谷山豊 (Yutaka Taniyama)

久賀道郎 (Michio Kuga) 岩堀長慶 (Nagayoshi Iwahori).

It was not an ivory tower, so when I had questions or was excited by

small discoveries, I (after having gone around the dormitories with

hesitations) went up the stairs to the corridor. I was very lucky to

have had opportunities to see these young but leading

mathematicians privately at an early stage of my mathematical life.

 (Shimura and Taniyama were well‐known to the students already,

and to everyone’s great shock Taniyama suddenly passed away in

November ’58).

Kuga was also the teacher of my freshman calculus class, very

enthusiastic and enlightening, and also personally I was
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encouraged by him so much that I felt like reborn. He suggested me

to try to read such classics as Pontryagin, Weyl, Riemann, Hecke,

etc., and to study Shimura‐Taniyama theory (complex multiplication

of abelian varieties and its applications to number theory). Very
nourishing.

Shimura encouraged me in a different way. He was saying
something like “you are good and bad” , but sometime later showed

me the dran of his newest paper and even asked me to check

details. This was another kind of great encouragement. When I was

a 4th year undergraduate student, he kindly accepted to be my

seminar(informal) adviser. Only Hongo teachers could become a

formal adviser and Professor lyanaga, whose seminar was said io

be overcrowded, had generously agreed to be my formal adviser for

this year.

For the seminar, Shimura suggested as textbook, first A.Weil’s

paper Généralisation des fonctions ab61iennes Later I heard

Kuga asking Shimura why he had chosen such a high level paper
and Shimura answering that he wanted to see whether lhara could

give it an algebraic formulation!. “How could I? but I learnt

something from this; sometimes even students can directly make

basic innovations in this field of research, and they expect so much

of us!. After this, instead of standard textbooks in classfield theory or
foundational algebraic geometry (the students had to be able to read

such textbooks by themselves), he chose de Rham’s book on

differential geometry, as a preparation to Weil’s “‘variétés

kaehlériennes”’ to which we did not reach within a year. Teachers in
those days used to choose for their seminars those books that they
wanted to read had they the spare time, and not those with which
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they were familiar. I understood this idea quite well. Before my

graduation and going on to the graduate school, 1 was so shocked to

hear that Shimura was leaving to Osaka University. Why?

After about two years he moved permanently to Princeton University.

(Master’s course; 61‐63 Spring) Professor Ichiro Satake.

My adviser as graduate student was Professor Satake. I studied,

in addition to Shimura’s papers, some basics of arithmetic of

algebraic groups, from Weil’s “Adeles and algebraic groups”’ and

three illuminating series of lectures by Satake on (i) quadratic forms,

 ( ii) algebraic groups, and (iii) spherical functions. Also the famous

paper of Selberg “Harmonic analysis and discontinuous groups

Gelfand‐Graev papers on unitary representations of  SL(2) over p‐
adic fields (in a seminar held by Dr. A. Orihara), etc. But alas he

also left Tokyo, for Chicago after summer 1962. Before leaving,

Satake gave a very inspiring lecture on “representation‐theoretic

interpretation of the Ramanujan conjecture”. lt was a point of

departure for my work (Ch.1‐1 below).

After he left, for the remaining few months of my Master’s course,

my formal adviser was Professor N. lwahori. During this period, I

worked for my Master’s thesis and Satake en.couraged me so
warmly through airmail communications. Once, from Paris, he wrote

back (here everything is “fonctorisé”; now I met an interesting
mathematics! and gave me very helpful pieces of advice. (It was

much later that I understood the significance of functorisations. I

walked around the corridor in Tokyo but not on the pavements in

Paris.)

During this period I also encountered Professor Mikio Sato, who

had returned from IAS with his breakthrough towards the proof of the
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Ramanuian conjecture based on a suggestion of Kuga, also in IAS

about the same time. The combination of their ideas with old results

of Deuring later turned out to be the subject of my PhD thesis, but

this is another story.

It was a period of brain drain. Movement of the teachers from

whom 1 was most influenced during this period in Tokyo area were,

according to my memory and approximately (*) as follows.

(Hg=U.Tokyo Hongo; Kb=U.Tokyo Komaba; Os=Osaka U;

Pr=Princeton U;IH=IHES, IA=IAS. Ch=U.Chicago;TE=Tokyo

Educational U.)

Academicyear (April‐March) 58 59 60 61 62 63

Shimura Kb IH Kb Os Os Pr

Kuga Kb Kb Kb Kb/IA IA IA/

Satake IH/Hg Hg Hg/Ch Ch

Iwahori Kb Hg Hg/IA IA IA/Hg Hg

M.Sato TE/IA IA IA/TE Os

Permanent Professors in number theory in Hongo were S. Iyanaga,

Y.Kawada and M. Sugawara. Professor Tsuneo Tamagawa was an

Associate Professor when I moved to Hongo in 59 but soon left for

Yale.

(*) I asked the general manager’s office of the Graduate School of

Mathematical Sciences University of Tokyo (which grew out of two

Departments of Mathematics mentioned above) for related official records.

But they said they do not keep records of teachers of old Math.

Departments, and added that they consider some records as secret

because of “privacy”. I still do not understand why.
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